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Aller + correspondance
dans l’heure suivant la 1ère validation.
Retour non compris.
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Soon the
disposable
ticket will end.
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After years of good and faithful
service, the magnetic ticket is
definitely going into retirement
on 30th June 2018.

BON A TIRER

Merci
de cocher tickets
la case correspondante
Your
magnetic
remain
Sans modification
valid
until
this
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Avec modification
A refaire

On 1st July, they will make way
Quantité
for
the contactless ticket.
Date

SIGNATURE
Your magnetic tickets remain
valid until 30th June
and can be exchanged for
contactless tickets or Badgeo
between 11th June
and 31st December 2018
at the CTS agency.
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Rechargeable, and contactless,
your new ticket is coming
à valider à chaque montée

PISTE MAGNÉTIQUE
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Contactless ticket, Contactless ticket,
how will that be?
how does it work?

What will change?
A pack of 10 tickets will
become 1 contactless
ticket on which 10 single
trips are saved.

Billet sans contact
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Go dbye

Valid as from March 2018:
Progressive sale of the
contactless ticket in
vending machines, CTS
retail outlet and
in the buses.

From March until
June 2018:
The tram stations
and buses are equipped
with validating machines
accepting contactless
tickets and magnetic
tickets. Specific signs
facilitate the location of the
validating machines that
accept magnetic tickets.
As from 1st July 2018:
The contactless ticket will
permanently replace
the magnetic ticket which
will no longer be valid.

The contactless ticket is a
medium on which you can
save all transport tickets
except season tickets
(e.g. 1 way or 1 trio).

It can be topped up as
you need it at the vending
machines on the platforms,
as well as at the CTS
retail outlet and the Crédit
Mutuel cash points.
To avoid overwriting and
losing the remaining
tickets, only recharge
your contactless ticket
when all your tickets
have been used up.
Do not throw away
your contactless ticket.
It is cheaper to recharge
your ticket and less
paper is better for
the environment.

The return ticket
will become a contactless
ticket with two single trips.
The contactless ticket
can be lent or given away
but it cannot be shared.
If you are travelling in a
group, you need one ticket
per passenger.
The content of your ticket
is visible in the vending
machine.

Your magnetic tickets remain
valid until 30th June
and can be exchanged for
contactless tickets or Badgeo
between 11th June and 31st
December 2018
at the CTS agency.

Travelling correctly:
You must validate
your contactless ticket
each time you start a trip and
each time you change on the
CTS tram or bus network.
The validation of
your contactless ticket is
displayed and confirmed by
an acoustic signal of
the validating machine.
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